
Methane Sensor Detection System 

 

Problem Description 

Currently, the utility industry and its natural gas customers do not have a standalone network 

that is capable of relaying information to third party groups of indoor natural gas leaks. The 

implementation of a reliable network alarm system, with a methane detector that has a smart 

sensor in order to monitor and send alarm to the third party groups of an indoor gas leaks, can 

become an additional resource for customers in identifying gas leaks. In order to assist in early 

leak detection a utility-scale Sensor Network to monitor residential methane levels for the 

purpose of providing an early-warning mechanism to avoid explosive events is required; the 

development of a system that would consist of:  

(a) Low cost sensors that could be deployed throughout a residence.  

(b) Detect the explosive level of Methane gas in the residence/building and send the data to the 

respective server(s). 

c) Develop a Cloud-based data collection system in order to scale and manage millions of 

sensor inputs. This data/alert could be transmitted to residents and or third party groups. 

 

Project Proposal 

The team can choose one of the following, depending on the skillset of the team: 

a. Hardware Focus 

Put together a detail design of a networked alarm system that will reliably relay readings from 

connected methane detectors which will be deployed in a residential building, including detailed 

test plan.  

-- If time permits, implement and demonstrate a prototype. 

b. Software Focus 



Create a detail design of a service on the cloud, capable of displaying methane readings and 

alarms by geographical area superimposed on a map and or displayed as a table, including 

detailed test plan.  

-- If time permits, implement and demonstrate a prototype. 

Expected Project Deliverables 

In your weekly project update depending on proposal choice, report on the following:   

a. Demonstration that a suitable methane detector is capable of supporting a network interface.  

b. Design and implementation of a network capable of relaying methane detection readings and 

alarms in a reliable, redundant manner to a destination server.  

c. Implementation of a system that can display methane readings and alarms by geographical 

area on a GIS map. 

d. Weekly report to customer and Dr. Tappert 

Proposed Outcome 

The implementation of a networked alarm system connected to the network which will reliably 

relay readings from connected methane detectors which will be deployed in a residential 

building.  

or 

The potential demonstration will be for a new application of effective methane sensor readings 

transmitted using cloud services and display it by geographical areas superimposed on a leak 

map.  

Specific Metrics 

The successful project will provide a platform for validating networking and remote monitoring of 

multiple methane detecting devices within a residential environment. The outcome should 

include the design and deployment of a suitable Methane Detector capable of supporting 

network interface. This will also include design and implementation of a network capable of 

relaying methane detector readings and alarms in a reliable, redundant manner. 


